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Abstract Image segmentation is partitioning an image into multiple segments. Its main application is to produce a label map, that classifies the pixels of the original image. Image magnification is an important problem in the area of imaging applications ,which deals with generating a larger size image from an original version. So far there are only a few magnification methods are available for the label maps. In this paper a new method for magnifying label maps is being presented.In contrast to ”natural” images, label maps are nominal-scale images, typically represented as integer-valued images. The main idea of the proposed method is to accomplish a boundary refinement by smoothing the regions boundaries on a finer grid. The method relies on well known methods, namely, the fundamental operations of morphological image processing - erosion and dilation, bilateral filtering and the level-set method.
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1. Introduction Images with high resolution (HR) are desired and often required in most digital imaging applications. HR means that pixel density within an image is high, and therefore an HR image can offer more details that are important in many applications .There are various ways to increase resolution of an image.One promising approach is to use digital image processing techniques to obtain an HR image(or sequence) from observed multiple low resolution (LR) images. Recently, such a resolution enhancement approach has been one of the most active research areas, and it is called super resolution (SR) or simply resolution enhancement.The major advantage of the super resolution approach is that the existing LR imaging systems can be utilized. The SR image reconstruction is proved to be useful in many practical cases where multiple frames of the same scene can be obtained, including medical imaging, satellite imaging, and video applications.The SR technique in medical imaging is such as computed tomography(CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and in satellite imaging is such as remote sensing and LANDSAT, several images of the same area are usually provided.



Standard methods for magnification are often based on attempts to mathematically fit a function (e.g., piece-wise constant, linear, cubic, etc.) to the existing pixel values. In the literature, instead of Aysha Fymin Majeed,
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”magnification” the terminology ”(single-image) super-resolution” is also used. While higher order interpolation methods can achieve reasonable results,they show artifacts, such as clearly visible boundaries between the original pixels. This causes what should be smooth contours in the image to be jaggedan effect commonly known as the jaggies.There are only a few magnification methods available for the important class of images known as label maps.Estimating a higher resolution image from a given low resolution image requires a priori knowledge and for label maps suitable priors are smooth boundaries. Hence,for label maps the problem of magnifying an image can be achieved by a boundary refinement approach involving smoothing the regions boundaries on a finer grid. In this paper, such a magnification method is introduced for label maps that preserve the original topology. The proposed method is an assembly of well known techniques, namely, of the fundamental operations of morphological image processing -erosion and dilation,bilateral filtering and of the level-set method.



2. Related Work In image segmentation, the aim is to partition a given image into multiple segments, such that certain image characteristics are similar within each segment and different between different segments. The result of an image segmentation method is a label map or a segmentation map that classifies the pixels of the given original natural image. In contrast to the natural image which at least is of ordinal scale but more often of interval or even absolute scale, label maps are nominal-scale images The spatial priors (smooth boundaries) are incorporated by the level-set method that is comprised of the mean-curvature motion. The main attractions of the level-set method are its numerical stability and topological flexibility together with the fact that fundamental geometric properties of the curve,such as the normal vector and the curvature can easily be computed from the implicit parametrization. Since we wish to preserve the original topology, the topological flexibility is a disadvantage, but we can overcome this difficulty by using the non-standard level-set method from [2] the topology-preserving level-set method. Previous work on image magnification can be divided into two main approaches. The first deals with magnification and super-resolution of the actual original gray scale image. The subpixel edge detection is achieved using constraints, such as the smoothness and continuity of the original imagery data. The second approach, more related to our study, deals with super-resolution estimation or magnification of the edge image. The problem of image upsampling has received much attention, and many techniques have been suggested, each with its own distinctive methodology, prior assumptions, and requirements for additional information. Common interpolation algorithms can be grouped into two categories: adaptive and non-adaptive. Adaptive methods change depending on what they are interpolating (sharp edges vs. Smooth texture), whereas nonadaptive methods treat all pixels equally. Non-adaptive algorithms include: nearest neighbor, bilinear, bicubic, and others. Depending on their complexity, these use anywhere from 0 to 256 (or more) adjacent pixels. when interpolating. The more adjacent pixels they include, the more accurate they can become, but this comes at the expense of much longer processing time. These algorithms can be used to both distort and resize a photo. These algorithms are primarily designed to maximize artifact-free detail in enlarged images, so some cannot be used to distort or rotate an image. Nearest neighbor Interpolation: Nearest neighbor is the most basic and requires the least processing time of all the interpolation algorithms because it only considers one pixel the closest one to the interpolated point. This has the effect of simply making each pixel bigger.The result is poor and suffers from unwanted jagged edges. Bilinear Interpolation: Bilinear interpolation considers the closest 2 X 2 neighborhood of known pixel values surrounding the unknown pixel. It then takes a weighted average of these 4 pixels to arrive at its final interpolated value. This results in much smoother looking images than nearest neighbor. But when all known pixel distances are equal,the interpolated value is simply their sum divided by four. Bicubic Interpolation: Bicubic goes one step beyond bilinear by considering the closest 4 X 4 neighborhood of known pixels for a total of 16 pixels. Since these are at various distances from the unknown pixel, closer pixels are given a higher weighting in the calculation. Bicubic produces noticeably sharper images than the Aysha Fymin Majeed,
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previous two methods, and is perhaps the ideal combination of processing time and output quality. There are many other interpolators which take more surrounding pixels into consideration, and are thus also much more computationally intensive. They are therefore extremely useful when the image requires multiple rotations orb distortions in separate steps. However, for single-step enlargements or rotations, these higher-order algorithms provide diminishing visual improvement as processing time is increased. Many adaptive interpolators detect the presence of edges and adjust to minimize aliasing while still retaining edge sharpness. Since an anti-aliased edge contains information about that edge’s location at higher resolutions, it is also conceivable that a powerful adaptive (edge-detecting) interpolator could at least partially reconstruct this edge when enlarging. Adaptive interpolation techniques, such as spatially adapt the interpolation coefficients to improve the match with the local structures around the edges. Edgedirected interpolation algorithms fit smooth sub-pixel edges to the image and use these to prevent cross edge interpolation. Previous studies related to our problem deal with super-resolution estimation of edge images. This problem has been addressed in theoretical studies as well as real life applications,such as the production of land cover maps at sub-pixel accuracy. In this process a super-resolution map is generated, which is a map at a spatial resolution finer than that of the image being classified. Some studies use mathematical morphology to resize binary images. They remove the jaggies from a pixel replicated binary image by changing the values of the corner pixels of those jagged edges.



2.1 System Study Report Most of the algorithms relate to the gray scale values of the pixels in the image. This is quite different from the problem of magnifying nominal-scale images that is considered in this paper. Nominal-scale images are typically represented as integer-valued images and the pixels values are constant within each segment, so the interpolation problem turns into a problem of semi supervised classification. Given a few fixed samples (the low-resolution data) and spatial priors (smooth boundaries) in the blank regions. Thus, the main concern is to smoothen the boundary rather than handling the values of the pixels. Hence the proposed method uses the techniques of the fundamental operations of morphological image processing like erosion and dilation, also the level-set method to magnify the label map. Previous studies related to our problem deal with super-resolution estimation of edge images. This problem has been addressed in theoretical studies as well as real life applications, such as the production of land cover maps at sub-pixel accuracy. In this process a super-resolution map is generated, which is a map at a spatial resolution finer than that of the image being classified. Binary mathematical morphology is based on two basic operators: dilation and erosion. They are defined in terms of a structuring element, a small window with an origin, which is moved over the image as in convolution. The pixels within the structuring element are used to compute a value for the output pixel. The basic idea is to remove the jagged edges from a pixel replicated image in one step, by swapping specific pixels from the foreground values to the background values and vice versa.Following magnification using pixel-replication, the real and false corners in the image are detected using the Hit-orMiss transform. Then, the real corners have to be retained in the interpolated image. The last step involves swapping of the values of pixels classified as jagged corners and the values of some of their neighbors. These methods described are not suitable for our purposes. The bilateral filter is a powerful filter: One application of it gives the effect of numerous iterations using traditional local filters, Can work with any reasonable distances ds and dR definitions, Easily extended to higher dimension signals,e.g.Images, video, etc. Easily extended to vectored-signals, e.g. Color images, etc. Aysha Fymin Majeed,
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3.1 Proposed Project Let S be a label map of M segments on the regular grid.The aim of the project is to produce a magnified label map with integer magnification factor n of the finer grid.



3.2 Proposed Solution The methods for gray scale interpolation work on pixel values and since label maps are nominal-scale mages, the pixel values that are obtained via interpolation are arbitrary and are not suitable as a label map. Since we want to use general label maps with more than two classes the methods using bi-level magnification can also be discarded. In many applications, sub-pixel segmentation is examined for the solution of label map magnification. In contrast to the proposed method, in sub-pixel segmentation the original data is also considered. However, there are applications where the label map constitutes the raw data and there is no underlying original data. This approach starts with an existing label map and hence significantly differs from sub-pixel segmentation. • Step 1-Preprocessing .Segmentation of input image using K-Means method. and a morphological erosion. • Step 2- Resizing the original label map via simple nearest-neighbor upsampling of the original image. • Step 3- Segment refilled is been eroded to get a magnified segmentation map with refined, smooth boundaries. • Step 4-Apply bilateral filter to the inflated image to preserve the edges. • Step 5-Eliminate artifacts produced by step 3 when some pixels remain in class0. The topology preserving level-set methods keep some pixels x in the class 0. After step 4, these pixels are assigned to classes 1 to M with a morphological dilation.



Figure 1: Overall block diagram



5. Result By using the proposed algorithm, the image is magnified by preserving topology for all scaling factors.The test image dove.jpg with size 124 X 82 is given as input and the subsequent outputs of each phase is as shown below.It is observed that after the initial phase we got k-labels and in the interpolated output its size is magnified to the given scaling factor.And after the filtering phase the edges of image is preserved and finally after level-set method we got the topology preserved image as final output. Aysha Fymin Majeed,
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Figure 2: Input Image



Figure 3: Output Image with [5 5] scaling factor.



6. Comparison with Other Methods In this section, we compare our image-magnification algorithm with other methods that can be found in the literature. Specifically, we use four classic interpolations 1) nearest neighbor; 2) bilinear; and 3) bicubic; .In the experiment, we work with images with the original dimension as 512 X 512. We magnify them with the mentioned methods, as well as our method. We calculate the similarity between each of the resulting images and the original images by means of PSNR. In this experiment, we compare different solutions obtained when the magnification factor in Algorithm 1 varies. We take three images (see Fig. 3.2) where we show the magnified images using the magnification factors (3 3) and (4 4), as well as the reduced images from which we start in each case. In Table I, we present the PSNR obtained by each one of the images. From this table, we see that the obtained results ard very good. Evidently, as it happens with all the magnification methods, when the magnification factor is increased, the result loses quality. In the experiment, we work with the images with original dimension of 512 X 512. We reduce them to dimensions 256 X 256 and 170 X 170. We magnify them with the mentioned methods, as well as our method. We calculate the similarity between each of the resulting images and the original images by means of PSNR.
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(a)



(b)



(c)



(d)



Figure 4.(a)Reduced image Ship of size 170 X 170 and (b) its magnification by factor (3 3) of size 510 X 510 (c)Reduced image Ship of size 128 X 128 and (d) its magnification by factor (4 4) of size 512 X 512.



(a)



(b)



(c)



(d)



Figure 5.(a)Reduced image Lena of size 170 X 170 and (b) its magnification by factor (3 3) of size 510 X 510 (c)Reduced image



Lena of size 128 X 128 and (d) its magnification by factor (4 4) of size 512 X 512.



(a)



(b)



(c)



(d)



Figure 6.(a)Reduced image Peppers of size 170 X 170 and (b) its magnification by factor (3 3) of size 510 X 510. (c) Reduced image Peppers of size 128 X 128 and (d) its magnification by factor (4 4) of size 512 X 512
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Table 1:PSNR ( IN DECIBELS ) OVER IMAGES DOVE , LENA , AND PEPPERS OVER IMAGES WITH THE MAGNIFICATION F ACTOR (3 3)



Image



NN



Bi.linear



Bi.cubic



Algorithm



Ship



23.977 1



27.7511



28.0477



28.7754



Lena



25.919 7 27.772 6



30.2295



30.5104



31.6368



29.5300



29.7810



30.3555



Pepper



Table 2: PSNR( IN DECIBELS ) OVER IMAGES DOVE , L ENA , AND P EPPERS OVER IMAGES WITH THE MAGNIFICATION F ACTOR (4 4) Image



Bi.linear



Bi.cubic



Algorithm



Ship



NN 24.199 4



24.9149



25.0071



26.6363



Lena



25.741 2



26.6057



26.7249



29.0135



Pepper



25.119 0



26.1295



26.2840



28.0643



7. Conclusions In this paper, the magnification of label maps,is considered which is been least addressed in the image processing literature. To demonstrate the practical relevance of the method, it can be applied to some real world data, namely, to label maps from IMS and label maps from geostatistics.For notational simplification, the images are restricted to two spatial dimensions. However, the method can be used to magnify label maps of higher dimension. 3-D label map magnification is also relevant in IMS.
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